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Perceptions of Suffering we had Prior to our Visit to the Earth Plane 
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Physical bodies, I don’t know why we keep on insisting on coming back here I really don’t. 
They really are an abortion! Once you’ve got rid of it you think “why did I ever want to 
occupy such an inferior object?” But then after you’ve been here awhile you look at things 
differently and you think “oh yeah, it might be inferior, but look if I put myself through this 
problem and that problem I can achieve so much”. Sometimes we set our goals too high 
do we not ………? 
 
Oh yes. 

 
Or we perceive that we have set them too high. 
 
Yes. 

 
That doesn’t mean to say we have actually set them too high. 
 
Maybe we have. 

 
No you haven’t because your acceptance of what is happening is what was required. It 
doesn’t mean to say it’s going to go away but you could have easily gone the other way. 
You could have easily turned your back and thought “why would a God of love inflict this 
pain upon me? It’s illogical.Why should I suffer?” It goes against our teachings does it 
not? It goes against the teachings of love. If our God was a God of love why would he 
allow us to suffer the way we do? Have you ever thought that? 
 
No. It didn’t dawn on us to think that way. 

 
Well that’s good and that just proves how much you have advanced because you have 
accepted the problems that are occurring to each and every one of you and we are all 
having problems. I am having problems from here. It’s called trying to get this physical 
body into a state where we can go forward, and that’s a problem. You may not perceive 
it as a problem but to me it is. It’s almost an insult that I could not do what I perceived that 
I could. I thought it would be so easy. My ego came in. Obviously it’s going to be easy. I 
did it all the time. It’s not a problem. You just go there. You go to sleep and it all comes 
and it all happens and why couldn’t anybody do it. Everybody can do it! But it didn’t 



happen that way and therefore we all are on this learning curve. We all have to learn 
different lessons. I had to take a step back. My humility had to come to the fore. My ego 
had to take a back step. That might surprise you but we are not perfect.  
 
That’s another misconception that the people of the Earth Plane have. Yes, we have 
advanced a little further than the people we come to teach. God what would be the use 
of us coming to teach you if we hadn’t advanced any further? What could we teach? If 
you’re in standard 3 and you only converse with other students in standard 3 how could 
you advance to standard 4? The answer is simple, you couldn’t. But if you had a teacher 
who had advanced to a far higher level he can guide you. He can show you the error of 
the way and the way to move forward. Then the enlightenment, the knowledge increases 
and then you advance to the next stage, the next stage, the next stage.  
 
So therefore if we come as guides by the very essence of that statement we have to be 
at a more purified state otherwise we wouldn’t be given the job, the job to go forward and 
try to enlighten. You can’t enlighten unless you have enlightenment yourself. So that’s 
what you’ve got to do you see. Improve your enlightenment so once you have improved 
your enlightenment you can then bring forward those who are not as enlightened.  
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